City of Charles City
City Council Agenda
Council Chambers, City Hall
1. Meeting Date And Time
A. June 4, 2018 6:00 PM
2. Call To Order
3. Citizen/Public Comments (Limited To 5 Minutes Per Comment)
An opportunity for citizens, groups or representatives or organizations to
address the Governing Body on any issue which is not on the agenda
4. Mayor's Welcome
5. Consider Approval Of The Agenda
Discussion
Motion
6. Consider Approval Of The Minutes
A. Approval Of Minutes Of May 16 And 21 Meetings
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
MINUTES.PDF
7. Consider Approval Of The Consent Calendar
A. Payment Of Claims
Documents:
CLAIMS.PDF
8. Business Of The Mayor
A. Proclamation For Flag Day
Documents:
FLAG DAY.PDF
9. Petitions, Public Hearings, Communications, Awards And Requests
A. Request For Street Closures For Relay For Life-June 22
Documents:
RELAY FOR LIFE.PDF
10. Ordinances And Resolutions
A. Consider Resolution 80-18 Approving Smartsource Request For Information
Discussion
Motion

RELAY FOR LIFE.PDF
10. Ordinances And Resolutions
A. Consider Resolution 80-18 Approving Smartsource Request For Information
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
AIS SMART SOURCE RFI AGREEMENT PACKET V2.0.PDF
B. Consider Resolution 81-18 Approving Engineering Agreement For The Charley Western
Trail Bridge Replacement Project
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
AIS RES 81-18 TO APPROVE CALHOUN BURNS NEW CHARLEY
WESTERN TRAIL BRIDGE AGREEMENTS.DOC.PDF
C. Consider Resolution 82-18 Approving Midland GIS Agreement For Storm Water Mapping
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
AIS RESOLUTION 82-18 MIDLAND STORM SEWER GIS AGREEMENT.PDF
D. Consider Resolution 83-18 To Approve Easements For 2018 HMA Paving Project
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
AIS RESOLUTION 83-18 TO ACCEPT EASEMENTS FOR2018 HMA PAVING
PROJECT.DOC.PDF
E. Consider Resolution 84-18 Approving Purchase Of Water Meter Reading Vehicle Unit
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
AIS - WATER METER MOBILE READER PACKET.PDF
F. Consider Motion To Purchase Cyber Coverage Insurance
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
CYBER.PDF
G. Consider Resolution 85-18 Approving Submittal Of An Application For A State
Recreational Trail Project Grant
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
AIS CW STATE REC TRAIL RESOLUTION.PDF

Motion
Documents:
AIS CW STATE REC TRAIL RESOLUTION.PDF
H. Consider Resolution 86-18 Approving Funding For A Project At 207 N. Jackson
Submitted To The City Of Charles City Facade Program
Discussion
Motion
Documents:
AIS FACADE APPLICATION-CENTRAL PARK DENTISTRY.PDF
11. Other Business
A. Miscellaneous Correspondence
B. Attorney's Report
C. City Clerk's Report
D. City Administrator's Report
E. Board, Commission or Committee Reports
12. Adjournment

MEETING DATE: 06/04/18
ITEM: 10A
________________________________________________________________

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY

Subject: Smart Source Consulting - Request for Information- RFI –
Fiber to the Home Project

__________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
At last Monday’s workshop we had a great deal of discussion associated
with the potential fiber to the home project. The next “big step” is
committing to a business plan and engineering design and layout which
which is expected to cost somewhere around $380,000. One of the
things we discussed was doing some additional work with Smart Source
Consulting to assist in determining how to set up the utility or operation
and to put a request for information (RFI) out to various entities to see
who might be willing to partner with us in this endeavor.
Attached is the proposed agreement with Curtis Dean and Smart Source
Consulting for doing this process. There is an hourly rate which is set
not to exceed $7,500. It is anticipated that this process will build upon
and reiterate some of the findings from the feasibility study, which I think
is a plus. The more “double verification” we can do on such a project as
big as this the better.
Once approved my plan is to have the Broadband Commission serve as
the group that will provide input and guide this process. Once/if we feel
comfortable enough in how this is going we could start the business plan
development with Eric Lampland/Lookout Point and engineering layout
with NewCom Engineering to begin the larger work. This will be a step
that the council will need to make at a future meeting.
This RFI process is another step towards implementation of the full
project.
I recommend approval of this agreement with Smart Source Consulting.
Fees will be paid from our Cable Fund -199.

PROPOSAL
Partnership RFI
Charles City, IA

Curtis Dean and Todd Kielkopf
curtis@smartsourceconsulting.com
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Executive Summary
The City of Charles City has conducted a feasibility study for the construction and operation of a fiber-tothe-home network in the community. The report, prepared by Lookout Point Communications, has
identified several models that would prove sustainable for a community-owned network, most of which
would require the City to partner with other providers or third-parties to maximize net revenues.
The City of Charles City and its Communications Utility Commission has requested that SmartSource
Consulting assist in providing a transparent partner identification process. As such, we propose a
process similar to one performed by SmartSource in Vinton, Iowa, which is to identify partnership
opportunities that align with Charles City’s goals and philosophy through a Request for Information (RFI)
process.

Proposed Process
1. Initial Visioning Meeting. SmartSource would facilitate a visioning meeting with the Charles City
team (as identified by Charles City) to educate and identify what options for partnerships are
desired and how these options might be prioritized.
2. Create and Distribute RFI. Using information gathered at the initial visioning meeting and
through subsequent input, SmartSource would draft the Request for Information. Once
approved by the Charles City team, the RFI would be distributed through various means with the
goal of generating the widest range of responses.
3. Window for RFI Responses. Respondents will be given several weeks to respond to the RFI.
During this time, SmartSource would serve as the point of contact to answer questions and
provide clarifications to respondents as needed.
4. RFI Review and Report. After the RFI submission deadline, SmartSource will review the
responses, conduct follow up interviews with respondents as needed, and generate a report for
the Charles City team that provides information and summary commentary on available
partnering options.

Proposed Timing
You may want to consider how to coordinate the timing between the network design engineering and
business plan process - the next required step on the Charles City timeline - and the RFI process.
The RFI process outlined above will take approximately 60-90 days to accomplish. Assuming a start date
of May 1, 2018, that means the RFI process would be done in July or August, 2018.
There are two options for the timing of the RFI process and the design process.
1. Do them concurrently
2. Do them consecutively
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Option 1: Begin the RFI process and hire a design firm (likely Lookout Point Communications) at the
same time. While Lookout Point is beginning work on the design, the RFI process gathers information on
what partnership options will be available for elements of the network operations. Once the RFI process
is completed, Lookout Point can integrate subsequent information into their business plan according to
Charles City’s preferences. This option means you could continue moving on a timeline that could lead
to network construction beginning in 2019.
Option 2: Initiate and complete the RFI process; then hire for an engineering/business plan after the RFI
process is complete. The advantage of this approach is flexibility in that Charles City may learn
meaningful information during the RFI process that changes the network design phase. For example,
Vinton had at least two RFI respondents interested in doing either network design or network
construction (although they cannot do both under Iowa laws about design-engineering proposals). The
major disadvantage of this approach is that the RFI-only process delays the steps that follow (design,
business plan, RFP for construction, etc.). The change in timing might also impact Lookout Point’s
availability and timing to begin work as they may become involved in other projects in the interim.
Before deciding on which option to pursue, we advise you to convene a meeting with SmartSource,
Lookout Point, and Charles City representatives to discuss how either option would impact the design
process, business planning, and completion timelines. We do not want our participation to stand in the
way of a successful Charles City project.

Cost
SmartSource proposes to bill Charles City a combination of a flat fee of $4,200.00 plus an hourly rate of
$120.00 for work that exceeds a contracted minimum of 35 hours ($4,200/$120), in addition to mileage
and expenses. Based on our experience, we estimate that the total cost of the process will not exceed
$7,500.00.
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517 SE 17th Street
Grimes, IA 50111
(515) 650-0251
curtis@smartsourceconsulting.com
City of Charles City, Iowa
Letter of Engagement
This Letter of Engagement serves as the written agreement between the City of Charles City, Iowa and Curtis Dean, dba
SmartSource Consulting, for the Scope of Services below.
Project Title
Partnership RFI
Scope of Services
SmartSource Consulting will work with the Charles City staff, contracted engineers, appointed officials, and other
stakeholders identified by Charles City to perform the following tasks:
1. Identify desired options for partnerships and how these options might be prioritized.
2. Create and distribute a Request for Information (RFI) to qualified entities.
3. Upon receipt of RFI responses, generate a report that provides a review of the responses and analysis on how
the responses align with Charles City priorities.
A complete list of Project elements is provided in the Project Proposal.
Cost
1. A fixed fee of $4,200.00 includes up to 35 hours of work.
a. 50% of the Project cost, or $2,100, is due upon execution of this Letter of Engagement.
b. 50% of the Project cost, or $2,100, is due upon completion of the Project and presentation of the Project
report.
2. Any work beyond 35 hours (and authorized by Charles City) will be willed at an hourly rate of $120.00. Based on
our experience, we estimate that the total cost of the process will not exceed $7,500.00.
3. Mileage and expenses incurred will be billed at the end of the project.

By our signatures below, we agree to the terms of this Letter of Engagement.

(signature)

(signature)
Curtis Dean

(Print Name of Authorized Representative)
City of Charles City
105 Milwaukee Mall, Suite 2
Charles City, IA 50616

SmartSource Consulting
517 SE 17th Street
Grimes, IA 50111

MEETING DATE: 06/04/18

ITEM: 10B

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Consider Resolution No. 81-18 to approve the preliminary
engineering agreement for the Charley Western Trail Bridge

_____________________________________________________________________________

Recommendation: Approve Resolution No. 81-18 approving the preliminary
engineering agreement for the Charley Western Trail Bridge
__________________________________________________________________
Background Summary:
In February, we had a discussion on the type of bridge we plan to pursue to
replace the Charley Western Trail crossing over the Cedar River. We had
worked with Calhoun-Burns and Associates in developing bridge options and
estimated costs for the TAP funding application which was due in March. The City has
secured $249,000 in TAP funding with more expected to be added. The City has also
contracted with NIACOG to apply for additional funding through the State Rec Trail,
Federal Rec Trail, and REAP programs.

It is now time to begin preliminary engineering work on a new bridge. The
preliminary engineering design phase services will include surveying and
mapping, preliminary design and plan preparation for a 10 foot wide 390 foot
long bridge, submittals to the US Army Corps of Engineers for permitting,
submittals to the Iowa DOT for review, and geotechnical engineering
investigation. Geotechnical work will be a part of the preliminary engineering
services so the causeway, which will be constructed and removed during the
demolition project, can be utilized to obtain the borings in the river channel. The
agreement has been prepared with an estimated fee of $71,400.00.
The preliminary engineering work can proceed simultaneously together with the
applications for various funding resources. The US Army Corps of Engineers’
permits can be obtained during the preliminary engineering phase so, when
funding is available, we can proceed to final design and construction without the
need to wait for Corps permits. Preliminary engineering will also help determine
a more accurate cost estimate for funding applications.
I recommend approving resolution 81-18 and authorizing the Mayor to sign the
preliminary engineering agreement with Calhoun Burns and Associates.

CITY OF CHARLES CITY

RESOLUTION NO. 81-18

RESOLUTION APPROVING PRELIMINARY ENGINEERING SERVICES AGREEMENT
WITH CALHOUN-BURNS ASSOCIATES, INC. FOR CHARLEY WESTERN TRAIL
BRIDGE REPLACEMENT PROJECT CHARLES CITY, IOWA
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Charles City, Iowa, intends to
replace the Charley Western Trail Bridge, and
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Charles City, Iowa requires
professional engineering services for the above mentioned project, and
WHEREAS, the City Administrator is recommending approval of an
agreement for these services with Calhoun-Burns Associates, Inc. of West Des
Moines, IA, and
WHEREAS, Calhoun-Burns Associates, Inc. has agreed to provide the
engineering services necessary for the estimated fees as proposed in the Scope
of Work
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of the City of
Charles City, Iowa, meeting in regular session on the 4th day of June, 2018, that
the Engineering Services Agreement between the City of Charles City and
Calhoun-Burns Associates, Inc. be approved.
COUNCIL MEMBER moved the adoption of the foregoing Resolution;
COUNCIL MEMBER
voting was as follows:

seconded the motion to adopt, and on roll call the

AYES:
NAYS:
Passed and approved this 4th day of June, 2018.

Dean Andrews, Mayor
Attest:
Trudy O’Donnell, City Clerk
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ITEM: 10C

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Consider approving the agreement with Midland GIS Solutions
to survey and prepare a GIS map of the City’s storm sewer system
____________________________________________________________________
Recommendation: Approve Resolution No. 82-18 approving the agreement
for storm sewer GIS mapping services
____________________________________________________________________
Under two separate agreements, Midland GIS Solutions has completed GIS
mapping projects of the City’s water main and sanitary sewer systems. We
have worked with Midland and have requested an agreement for them to map
the City’s storm sewer system.
The agreement is similar to the agreements that were approved to map the
water and sanitary sewer systems. Using survey grade GIS equipment
accurate to within plus or minus two (2) centimeters (3/4 of an inch), Midland
will field locate manholes and intakes and obtain the x and y coordinates as
well as the elevation of the tops of the storm sewer structures. Some of the
Items that will either be noted or obtained will include: depth, invert elevation,
material, structure type, pipe type, pipe size, location, grade of the pipe, and
overall condition of the storm sewer structure.
Once the field work is completed, Midland will place the manholes, intakes, and
other located storm sewer items into a geodatabase layer and place the
information into the City’s web-based GIS program which was developed in
2016 as part of the GIS mapping of the water system. We will be able to
obtain instant accurate information regarding storm sewer system items and
printout reports similar to the attached sheet showing the sanitary sewer system
at the intersection of South Grand Avenue and Fourth Street.
The price to obtain the field survey information and prepare the GIS mapping is
a lump sum price of $60,000.
I recommend approval of Resolution 82-18 approving the agreement with
Midland GIS Solutions for surveying and preparing a GIS map of the City’s
storm sewer system.

CITY OF CHARLES CITY

RESOLUTION NO. 82-18

RESOLUTION APPROVING CONTRACT WITH MIDLAND GIS SOLUTIONS FOR
ASSET AND INFRASTRUCTURE MANAGEMENT FOR STORM SEWER SYSTEM
WHEREAS, city staff desires to implement a GIS system to help manage
our infrastructure and other assets and;
WHEREAS, Midland GIS has already mapped our water and sewer system
and city staff is recommending they also map the city’s storm water system
WHEREAS, the lump sum cost for this work is $60,000
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City Council of Charles City,
Iowa, meeting in regular session on this 4th day of June, 2018, that the contract
between the City of Charles City and Midland GIS Solutions be approved.
COUNCIL MEMBER

moved the adoption of the foregoing Resolution;

COUNCIL MEMBER seconded the motion to adopt, and on roll call the
voting was as follows:
AYES:
NAYS:
Passed and approved this 4th day of June, 2018.

Dean Andrews, Mayor
Attest:

Trudy O’Donnell, City Clerk

Charles City, IA
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Notes

CONTRACT AGREEMENT
AND
SCOPE OF SERVICES
FOR
PROFESSIONAL STORM SEWER GIS MAPPING SERVICES
FOR
THE CITY OF CHARLES CITY, IOWA
BY
MIDLAND GIS SOLUTIONS

Submittal Date:
May 25, 2018

CONTRACT AGREEMENT
This agreement made and entered this ______________ day of _____________________, 2018, by
and between the City of Charles City, Iowa, hereinafter referred to as the “CITY” and Midland GIS
Solutions, whose principal place of business is located at 501 North Market, Maryville, Missouri,
hereinafter referred to as the “COMPANY”

WITNESSETH
WHEREAS, the Company shall provide all qualified personnel and materials as required for the
implementation of a utility GIS program for Charles City, Iowa, and;
WHEREAS, the Company has prior experience in this and/or other related mapping projects and
therefore has a complete understanding of the needs and purpose of this utility GIS program and;
WHEREAS, the City desires to utilize the GIS services of the Company;
NOW HEREWITH, the Company agrees to execute this program and provide the services as outlined
in the attached specifications, herein made a part of this agreement.

PURPOSE AND INTENT
This agreement covers the data collection, creation and construction of a utility GIS program for
Charles City, Iowa, including the development of utility features in accordance with the attached Scope
of Services for a GIS Implementation Program.

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement

5/25/18
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SECTION ONE
GENERAL PROVISIONS
1.1

Whenever the term “City” is used, it shall mean the City of Charles City, Iowa.

1.2

Whenever the terms “Company”, "MGIS", or "Midland GIS Solutions" are used, it shall mean
Midland GIS Solutions.

1.3

Whenever the term “GIS” is used, it shall mean Geographic Information System.

1.4

This contract between Charles City, Iowa and Midland GIS Solutions shall be deemed an Iowa
contract and shall be governed by the Laws of the State of Iowa. It is specifically understood by
the parties that this contract is not a contract with the State of Iowa. The Company shall not
assign, transfer, convey, sublet, or otherwise dispose of this contract, or any resulting
agreement or its rights, title, or interest therein, or its power to execute such agreement, to
any other person, company, or corporation, without the previous written approval of the City.

1.5

At the conclusion of this contract or in the event this agreement terminates, all work products
of any kind and description shall become the property of the City.

1.6

This document and all attachments and addendum herein referred to shall constitute the full
and complete contract between the parties except as amended according to Section 11 of this
agreement.

1.7

This contract will become effective after both parties execute it after the City authorizes the
contract to be accepted.

1.8

The Company agrees to save and hold harmless the City and its agents, servants, and
employees of, and from, any and all liabilities, expenses, causes of action, damages and
attorney’s fees resulting, or to result, from any of the Company’s business or operations
resulting from any act or omission of the Company’s agents, servants or employees.

1.9

The Company shall comply with all applicable laws, ordinances, codes, and regulations, including
all applicable OSHA regulations, in the performance of this contract. If the Company is
contacted by any federal, state, county, or city agency, or any private agency, regarding any
aspect of this contract, the Company shall promptly contact the City and shall not respond to
the agency without being expressly authorized by the City to do so.

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement
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SECTION TWO
ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS
2.1

The employees to be trained shall be designated by the City Administrator. The training
provided by the Company shall be sufficient to familiarize the employees of the City to operate
and work within the project.

2.2

The Company shall provide at its expense, and subject to the approval of the City
Administrator, who shall have full editing authority, news media reports to broaden the
understanding of the GIS Implementation program to the general public.

2.3

The Company shall, at the request of the City, prepare and present to the City Administrator,
a progress report for each phase of the project.

SECTION THREE
STARTING AND COMPLETION DATES
3.1

The project as identified within the attached Scope of Services shall commence once a project
schedule is approved by the City.

3.2

Final delivery of all approved items as identified in the Scope of Services shall be made to the
City of Charles City, Iowa by Midland GIS Solutions within four (4) months from the
commencement date defined in the project schedule.

3.3

No extension time shall be granted to the Company unless the request for an extension is
made in writing fifteen (15) days prior to the expiration date of this contract. The request
must be approved by the City and must be based on one or more of the following:

3.3.1

Acts of nature that directly affects the Company’s ability to perform.

3.3.2

Acts of government agencies that may affect the Company’s performance.

3.3.3

Circumstances beyond the control of the Company and not due to any negligence on the part
of the Company or its employees (fire, floods, emergencies, or delays brought about by others,
etc.)

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement
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SECTION FOUR
GIS IMPLEMENTATION FEE
4.1

For the performance of the agreement by the Company, the City shall pay the Company the
sum of $60,000.00.

4.2

The City reserves the right to request additional work and changes where unforeseen conditions
require changes and work beyond the scope of the project. In the event, a supplement to this
agreement shall be executed and submitted for the approval of the City prior to performing the
additional or changed work or incurring any additional costs therefore. Any change in
compensation shall be covered in the supplement agreement. The Company shall not be
compensated for work the City does not require that is performed without the prior written
approval of the City.

SECTION FIVE
METHOD OF PAYMENT
5.1

The contract will be invoiced as follows:
Invoices will be submitted to the City on a monthly basis throughout the duration of the
project. The City shall remit payment on invoices submitted by the Company within 30
calendar days.

SECTION SIX
TERMINATION OF CONTRACT
6.1

If, for any reason, the Company shall fail to fulfill its obligation in a timely and proper manner under
this contract, or, if the Company shall violate any of the covenants, agreements, or stipulations of
this contract, or, if a petition in bankruptcy or for reorganization under the Bankruptcy Code is
filed by or against the Company, or an order is entered adjudicating the Company bankrupt or
insolvent, or a trustee, receiver or custodian is appointed for the Company, or an assignment for
the benefit of creditors of the Company is made, the City shall thereupon have the right to
terminate this agreement on ten (10) days written notice by the City Administrator.

SECTION SEVEN
OFFICE SPACE/HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE
7.1

The Company shall provide the City with a minimum of ten (10) days’ notice of the need for
said office space and internet connection availability on location at Charles City in order to deliver
and train the City on the web-based GIS program and deliver the final products to City staff. The
Company is not responsible for set-up or support of City-side hardware, software, or internet
necessary to connect and utilize the web-based GIS program.

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement
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SECTION EIGHT
PERSONNEL
8.1

The Company shall use competent employees in the performance of this contract. All
employees must have sufficient skill and experience to properly perform the work assigned.

8.2

Employees with the responsibility of carrying out highly technical portions of this contract shall
have sufficient education, training or experience in such work to perform it properly and
satisfactorily in the manner outlined in these specifications.

8.3

It is understood and agreed that all personnel, except as provided elsewhere in this agreement,
shall be employees of the Company. It is understood and agreed that the City may require the
Company to remove from the project any person the City considers being incompetent or
negligent in the performance of his or her duties or who is guilty of misconduct, and such
person shall not be re-employed on the project.

8.4

The Company assigns Kirk Larson, Vice President as the project manager for this project. The
project manager will administer and schedule the installation of the GIS for the City and
confirm that the utility GIS mapping system is operational.

SECTION NINE
OWNERSHIP OF MATERIAL
9.1

Ownership of all materials involved herein shall belong to the City of Charles City.

9.2

No copyright of any nature shall be granted to the Company by the City relative to any
material or product resulting from this agreement and GIS Implementation program.

SECTION TEN
PROSECUTION OF WORK
10.1

The Company shall commence the work to be performed under this contract after acceptance
by the City.

10.2

The Company shall carry on the GIS Implementation program without interruption and shall
make available to the City all work that has been completed and approved by the City to be
used by the City during and at the completion of this contract agreement.

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement
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SECTION ELEVEN
CONTRACT AMENDMENTS OR ADDITIONS
11.1

No amendments or additions shall be made to these technical specifications without a written
and signed agreement by both the City and the principal or principals of the Company under
contract.

11.2

Troy Hayes, President, Matt Sorensen, VP and Kirk Larson, VP are the appointed individuals
with the Company that have the authority to make amendments or additions to the contract.

11.3

The City Administrator will oversee and accept the completed work by the Company for the
City as work proceeds under this contract.

Scope of Services

Product and services to be provided to the City of Charles City by Midland GIS Solutions

Geodatabase Design Workshop
Midland GIS Solutions will provide a one (1/2) day Geodatabase design work shop for City staff.
Midland GIS Solutions will work with staff to design a utility Geodatabase model to meet the current
and future needs for the City’s utility GIS. Midland GIS Solutions will work with the City to identify and
define the logical structure and included attributes and fields for the Geodatabase model.

Geodatabase and Data Dictionary Development
This step represents the physical design step of the MGIS GIS methodology and will involve the
development of a physical utility Geodatabase design and structure for the City. It will be based on
MGIS previous models, the published ESRI utility model, City requirements and future needs identified
by the City. All required elements of a Geodatabase will be defined and prototyped including:






Geodatabase feature types and classes
Geodatabase relationship classes and topological enforcement rules
Primary/foreign key fields and their relationships
Validation rules and value domains
Proposed underlying relational database schema(s) including table structures and field types and
formats

MGIS will collect and develop the project in a personnel Geodatabase format for internal efficiency and
accuracy purposes. As required, MGIS will deliver the data in Geodatabase format to the City.

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement
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GPS METHODOLOGY
Midland GIS Solutions will utilize Real-Time Kinematic (RTK) GPS methods to locate storm sewer
utility network contained in the defined project limits. This technology will result in centimeter-level
accuracy of GPS positions on utility features. This method will also provide the City of Charles City
with accurate elevation information on the storm sewer utility features. Captured features through
GPS surveys will include all features designated by Charles City during the planning phase of the
project.
After thorough investigation by Midland GIS field staff, a report containing all utility features to be
located that were not found, or determined to be inaccessible will be submitted to the City of Charles
City.
Midland GIS will work with City staff to locate utility features during the clean-up phase of the project.
This will allow Midland GIS to collect features in a quicker and more efficient manner, translating into
cost savings for Charles City and minimizing the impact on City staff.
GPS surveys will be referenced to the Iowa State Plane Coordinate System to allow for direct insertion
into the GIS program developed for Charles City. Horizontal (x,y) coordinates and vertical (z)
elevations will be obtained in the field for storm sewer facilities.
DATA CONSISTENCY
Midland GIS will utilize our customized data collection field application that has been successfully used
on various other similar projects.
All field data will be pre-defined for field staff to ensure accurate and consistent attribute collection.
Field staff will run the custom application on the GPS controller unit to allow for quick and easy
identification and navigation of the utility features. Attribute data collected in the field will be
electronically collected and a hard copy record will also be created.
DATA SECURITY & BACK UP
Midland GIS Solutions will download and process the GPS field data to prepare the data for proper
insertion into the GIS mapping program. GPS data collected is verified each day against the existing
aerial photography. All data will be downloaded nightly and transferred via the internet to Midland’s
Corporate Office in Maryville, MO and inserted in to the project geodatabase. This transferred data is
backed up nightly.
STORMWATER GPS FIELD DATA COLLECTION
Horizontal (x,y) coordinates and vertical (z) elevations will be obtained in the field for the storm water
facilities. Above ground utility features will be collected at sub-centimeter horizontal and vertical
accuracies.
STORMWATER STRUCTURES TO BE LOCATED:




Manholes
Inlets
Junctions

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement




Boxes
Outfalls
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Inlets that are inaccessible by GPS due to tree cover or satellite visibility will be noted and shot utilizing
traditional survey methods. All data will be coded in reference to method of collection utilized.
STORM WATER FIELD ATTRIBUTE COLLECTION
Midland GIS will collect the storm water attribute data during this phase of the project. Any storm
water structures that require further assistance in opening or gathering attribute data will be noted and
Midland GIS will work with City staff to gain access to the identified storm water structures.
The storm water features to be collected will be defined in preliminary meetings with the City. Storm
water features will be opened, inspected and attribute data will be collected. Attribute features to be
collected will correlate with the required attribute fields to allow for seamless integration with the Esri
ArcGIS software.
STORM WATER ATTRIBUTES TO BE COLLECTED INCLUDE:














Date
Northing, Easting
Pipe Material
Pipe Type
Pipe Size
Grade
Flow Director
Inspector
Structure number
Locality
Inspected (Y/N)
Reason not inspected
Location














Depth
Structure size
Structure elevation
Photo
Cover type
Shape
Inlet size
Grate size
Depth To F/L
Type
Condition Rating
Invert Elevation

Strict safety procedures will be followed by Midland GIS during this phase of the project. Proper
signage and cone placement will be utilized when storm water features are being located and inspected.
GIS FEATURE CREATION
Midland GIS Solutions will develop an Esri ArcGIS Desktop 10.x geodatabase file for the storm sewer
utility network for the City of Charles City. Unique feature class data layers will be created for the
layers that are defined during the Geodatabase Design Workshop portion of the project.
Custom domains (pre-defined menus) will be built for each layer during the Geodatabase Design
Workshop. These custom domains will be added to Midland GIS Solutions’ custom field inspection
application to ensure that field staff will collect clean and consistent data throughout the utility survey
project. These domains will also be utilized by Charles City staff for future management of the
geodatabase to help simplify the editing and data management processes.
Midland GIS will acquire copies of all available existing mapping records for the City’s storm sewer
utility infrastructure. These records may include historical maps, as-built records, an existing GIS
Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement
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dataset, and AutoCAD drawings. All hard-copy maps will be scanned so that they may be returned to
the City in a timely manner.
Storm sewer line segments will be created utilizing custom, in-house editing tools developed by the
Midland GIS development team. These tools will incorporate inspection data collected by field staff
and will auto-generate storm sewer line segments illustrating flow direction, slope and exact length
measurements. Quality assurance warnings have been built into these tools to verify positive slopes
and to check for inconsistencies with pipe material and diameter.
QUALITY ASSURANCE & QUALITY CONTROL
Quality assurance and quality control issues involved with this project are of paramount importance to
Midland GIS Solutions and to the overall integrity of the proposed project. These issues range from
GPS accuracy and data development precision to successful database integration, which potentially
affect every aspect of the project. Through the combined efforts of our project team, an emphasis on
quality assurance will remain at the highest level of importance during the development and
implementation of the City’s GIS program. Our efforts to ensure the highest quality products and
services to the City of Charles City, Iowa include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Custom QA/QC ArcGIS tools
“Heads-up” QA/QC against base data or aerial photography
Digital and hard copy checks against field notes and as-built drawings
5% redundancy check of all GPS collected data
Printed check plots for review by Charles City staff
Assurance that end product shows complete connectivity

GPS REDUNDANCY CHECK
As part of the quality control process, Midland GIS Solutions will GPS locate five (5) percent of the
features previously shot during the project. This process is part of the Midland GIS field protocol and
will be employed during the Charles City project. Midland GIS will compile and process the results
against the other data set and verify the required accuracy tolerance is being met.
DELIVERABLES INCLUDE:
 Esri ArcDesktop 10.x Geodatabase containing datasets for storm sewer network utilities
 Integrate Storm Sewer Geodatabase into the city’s Web-Based GIS Program with full editing
ability
 Esri Map Documents (.mxd)
o 11x17 Truck Book Map Documents
o 36x36 100-scale Map Documents
 (7) Seven Sets of bound 11x17 Truck Books
 (1) Two Sets of 36x36 100-scale system maps
 PDF file of the truck book and wall map

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement
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FEE SCHEDULE
GPS DATA COLLECTION & GIS DEVELOPMENT
Storm Sewer Utility Network

$60,000.00

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have set their hand to duplicates hereto this
________________ day of ____________________ 2018.
APPROVED BY: City of Charles City, Iowa
By: ________________________________

Attest: _______________________

APPROVED BY: MIDLAND GIS SOLUTIONS

By: ________________________________
Kirk Larson
Vice President

Midland GIS Solutions, LLC
Charles City, IA Agreement
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MEETING DATE: 06/04/18
TEM: 10D
_______________________________________________________________________________

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Consider Resolution No. 83-18 to accept one permanent easement and
four temporary easements for the 2018 HMA Paving Project
____________________________________________________________________
Recommendation: Approve Resolution No. 83-18 authorizing the Mayor to sign the
temporary and permanent easement agreements for the 2018
HMA Paving Project
_____________________________________________________________________
Background Summary:
The 2018 HMA Paving Project will include the construction of sidewalk pedestrian curb
ramps at the intersection of South Iowa and Second Streets and extension of storm
sewer from the west end of Second Street through the R & S Mowing property to an
existing outlet under the Charley Western Bike Trail. The construction of the pedestrian
curb ramps will require temporary construction easements and the storm sewer extension
will require both permanent and temporary easements. I have included copies of the
easement agreements which includes as attachment showing the proposed work and
required easements.
The temporary easements will not be recorded, and they will terminate upon completion
of the sidewalk construction and acceptance of the project by the City Council. The
permanent easement with R & S Mowing will be recorded at the Floyd County
Courthouse.
We recommend the Council approve Resolution No. 83-18 and authorize the Mayor to
sign the easement agreements on behalf of the City of Charles City.

3

CITY OF CHARLES CITY

Prepared by and Return to Brad Sloter, 200 N. Johnson St., Charles City 228-4533

RESOLUTION NO. 83-18

RESOLUTION APROVING TEMPORARY CONSTRUCTION EASEMENTS AND
ACCEPTING A PERMANENT UTILITY EASEMENT FOR THE 2018 HMA PAVING
PROJECT, CHARLES CITY, IOWA
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Charles City, Iowa (the City) has
by prior resolution approved the contract for the 2018 HMA Paving project, and
WHEREAS, in order to allow the contractor to enter onto the private
properties to complete this project, temporary construction easements need to
be secured from the following affected property owners: Thomas L. Litterer and
Pamela J. Litterer; Richard and Phyllis Gabel Revocable Trust dated July 30,
1992; Darrell L. Ferch and Jane M. Ferch; R&S Mowing, LLC.
WHEREAS, it is in the best interest of the citizens of the City of Charles
City, that said improvements be completed.
WHEREAS, in conjunction with the paving project, the City is also
extending a storm sewer main within a portion of certain real property owned by
R&S Mowing, LLC (R&S) described as follows:
BEGINNING AT THE NORTHEAST CORNER OF THE SOUTHWEST ¼ OF
THE NORTHWEST ¼ OF SECTION 12, TOWNSHIP 95 NORTH, RANGE 16
WEST OF THE 5TH P.M., FLOYD COUNTY, IOWA; THENCE NORTH
89°44’25” EAST 16.37 FEET TO THE NORTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 1,
BLOCK 13 IN GILBERT’S ADDITION TO ST. CHARLES, NOW A PART OF
CHARLES CITY, IOWA; THENCE SOUTH 0°43’05” WEST 207.90 FEET
ALONG THE WEST LINE OF SAID BLOCK 13; THENCE NORTH 89°35’30”
EAST 69.68 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 0°18’20” WEST 100.07 FEET TO THE
NORTH LINE OF SECOND STREET; THENCE SOUTH 89°35’30” WEST
70.00 FEET TO THE SOUTHWEST CORNER OF LOT 4 IN SAID BLOCK 13;
THENCE SOUTH 0°43’05” WEST 2.00 FEET; THENCE SOUTH 89°35’30”
WEST 17.69 FEET TO THE EAST LINE OF THE SOUTHWEST ¼ OF THE
NORTHWEST ¼ OF SAID SECTION 12; THENCE SOUTH 0°57’45” WEST
362.73 FEET TO THE NORTH LINE OF THIRD STREET EXTENDED;
THENCE SOUTH 89°31’15” WEST 138.33 FEET TO THE EAST LINE OF
THE CHARLES CITY WESTERN RAILWAY; THENCE NORTH 0°22’40” WEST
673.08 FEET TO THE NORTH LINE OF THE SOUTHWEST ¼ OF THE
NORTHWEST ¼ OF SECTION 12; THENCE NORTH 89°44’25” EAST 154.06
FEET TO THE POINT OF BEGINNING. SAID PARCEL CONTAINS 2.54
ACRES. NOTE: THE EAST LINE OF THE SOUTHWEST ¼ OF THE
NORTHWEST ¼ OF SECTION 12 WAS ASSUMED TO BEAR SOUTH
0°57’45” WEST FOR THIS DESCRIPTION.

WHEREAS, an Easement Agreement has been prepared granting the City
a permanent utility easement from R&S across, under, and through a portion of
the above described property, as further described and set forth in the Easement
Agreement, for the purpose of constructing and maintaining the storm sewer
main;
WHEREAS, it is the desire of the City to accept this easement under the
terms prescribed in the Easement Agreement.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED by the City of Charles City, Iowa
meeting in regular session on this 6th day of June, 2018, that the
temporary construction easements listed above is approved and the Mayor
is authorized to sign said easement agreements on behalf of the City.
NOW, THEREFORE, BE IF FURTHER RESOLVED that the City hereby
accepts the permanent utility easement provided by R&S Mowing, LLC as
incorporated in the terms of the Easement Agreement, and authorizes the
Mayor to execute such agreement acknowledging the City’s acceptance of
said agreement.

COUNCIL MEMBER _________________ moved the adoption of the
foregoing Resolution;
COUNCIL MEMBER _________________ seconded the motion to adopt,
and on roll call the voting was as follows:
AYES: _________________________________
NAYS: _________________________________
Passed and approved this ___ day of June, 2018.

Dean Andrews, Mayor
Attest:

Trudy O’Donnell, City Clerk

MEETING DATE: 06/04/18
ITEM: 10E
________________________________________________________________

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Purchase of Mobile meter reader for Water Department
__________________________________________________________________
Recommendation: Approve purchase of MC-3 Mobile Meter
________________________________________________________________
As part of the upcoming FY19 budget we included $14,000 in the water
department for purchase of a Mobile meter reading system for the Water
Department. This meter system is a follow up next phase from our
switch of water meters and remote readers to Badger meters and iTron
readers in 2015.
The new meters and remote readers are working perfectly. We have
had no issues in being able to read the meters and all the information is
coming out of the meter and remote readers as it should.
The reason for this purchase is that when we made the switch we
purchased the base handheld meter reading device to pull in the
information. The handheld ultimately designed for doing “move ins &
move outs” and not necessarily for mobile pickup, although we’ve used it
in that capacity. The issue in doing so is that you need to drive slower to
make sure all the reads are pulled in, and the readout on the device is
limited. Additionally the hand held device will time out every 60 seconds
and so you need to continuously need to restart it while driving around
town. Purchasing the designed mobile unit will offer faster pickup
speeds, continual data pull and improved readout functionality.
The cost of the unit we are looking to purchase is quoted at $19,099.
We budgeted $14,000 as we were looking a different model, which has
less functionality that the currently priced device. Additionally the
$14,000 priced piece is going to be discontinued in the not too distant
future, whereas the $19,099 model is more established model that has
been around in one form or another since 2004.
There is enough flexibility in the Water Department Fund to absorb the
additional $5,000 in cost.
I recommend approval of this purchase.

Cory Spieker – Water Department Superintendent – Comments on purchase

With over 400 of the new Badger meters installed with the Itron readers, we would like
to move forward with getting the vehicle unit. This would speed up the collection of readings
for end of the month billing. We have had 100% reliability with the new meters and remote
readers since we put the first one in on December of 2015.
We now use one handheld for reading move ins/outs and for reading the monthly
billing route. The handheld is adequate for reading day to day move in/outs; but it does require
the user to park near the residence to pull in the reading. When it is used for the monthly
route reading, the operator has to stop to make sure that the handheld has pulled in the
reading; then has to restart the radio after each reading is pulled in.
The Mobile Collection System (MC-3) comes with a Panasonic Toughpad that, along with
the MC-3 is used to remotely read all of the new meters for billing. The MC-3 is equipped with
a stronger radio that runs continuously; which will allow the reader to drive the route without
stopping. It also uses a map to show each meter, as the reading comes in the icon on the screen
changes from green to red, allowing the operator to visually see when the reading has come in.
This will eliminate the need for a second drive by of any missed meters and reduce drive times.
Using the MC-3’s stronger radio and mapping feature will greatly decrease our route reading
time. This was budgeted for FY19 under Capital Equipment.

11551 Rupp Drive
Burnsville, MN 55337
Office:
(952) 242-1960
Fax:
(952) 882-6350

Quotation

MTS is your authorized Badger & Itron
Distributor

Customer Information
Charles City
105 Milwaukee Mall
Charles City, IA 50616
Quote #

Date

Q012619DS

1/26/2018

MeterTechSolutions.Com

Rep

MTS Contact

Condition

DJS

Product Description

Quantity

Cost

Total

MC-3 Mobile Collection System Small Market with
Panasonic Tablet
includes MC3 RF unit, Toughpad FZ-G1, & Portability
wiring kit

1

15,899.00

15,899.00

SUB-0275-001 Side Looker Antenna f/MC3

1

1,450.00

1,450.00

One Time Only IMA Set Up Fee
For setting up your Itron Mobile account for
loading\unloading of the routes

1

250.00

250.00

1

1,500.00

1,500.00

IMA drive by subscription billed annually by Itron - must
have to access Azure cloud account for loading and
unloading -- $840.00 per year
1 Day On-site Training - setup, installation, training both
office and field

Payment Terms: Net 30 With Approved
Credit

Total

$19,099.00

FOB: Factory / Burnsville, MN

MEETING DATE: 06/04/18
ITEM: 10G
_____________________________________________________________

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Charley Western Trail Bridge – Resolution approving application
for State Recreation Trail Funding

__________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________
We recently approved agreements with NIACOG to write and administer
several grant applications that will be used towards replacement of the
Charley Western Trail Bridge.
The first grant due is the State
Recreational Trail Grant which is due in July.
This resolution is needed to allow application for the grant.
I recommend approval of this resolution.

CITY OF CHARLES CITY

Attachment G.: Official Endorsement

Resolution #___________

A RESOLUTION APPROVING SUBMITTAL OF AN APPLICATION FOR A
STATE RECREATIONAL TRAILS PROJECT GRANT

WHEREAS, the Charley Western Trail, a multi-purpose trail developed in the City of
Charles City nearly twenty years ago by a group of local citizens and the City, has
recently suffered the collapse of a major bridge structure on the trail route; and,
WHEREAS, the City Council of the City of Charles City, desires to construct a new
bridge and restore the connectivity of the trail, fully endorses the application for State
Recreational Trails Funds to assist in project activities to reconstruct the bridge; and,
WHEREAS, The City of Charles City understands the value of and has continued to add
to the bicycle/pedestrian transportation and recreation options in the City; and,
WHEREAS, the City of Charles City will maintain the project for a minimum of 20 years
and well beyond; and,
WHEREAS, the City of Charles City commits to provide all local matching funds
required in the application.
NOW, THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, that the City Council of the City of Charles City
hereby approves submittal of this application for funding under the State Recreational
Trails Program for the Charley Western Trail Bridge, and hereby expresses its
willingness to abide and comply with all grant program requirements and project
development if said application for funding is approved.

Passed and approved this 4th day of June, 2018.

Dean Andrews, Mayor
Attest:

Trudy O’Donnell, City Clerk

MEETING DATE:

06/04/2018

ITEM: 10H

AGENDA ITEM SUMMARY
Subject: Resolution to approve Façade application from Central Park
Dentistry
__________________________________________________________________

__________________________________________________________________
Background Summary:
Attached is a request for funding from the Façade Improvement Program from Dr.
Scott Hansen at Central Park Dentistry. Request is for $10,000 which is the
maximum amount of funding from the program. Reviewing the application there
appears to be about $57,600 worth of “façade qualifying work”. Masonry, Windows &
Alum/Glass.
These funds would come from the $25,000 total we have budgeted for the year. I've
attached a blank copy of the Facade Program Grant rules for your use.
Mark Wicks, Chamber and Revitalization will be present to review the application with
City Council.

Version 9.6.16

COMMUNITY REVITALIZATION
FACADE IMPROVEMENT PROGRAM 2016-17
INTRODUCTION
It is the intent of the Community Revitalization Design Committee to provide financial incentives to property
owners and business people within the Downtown Urban Renewal Area (Riverside TIF District) to assist them in
restoring and rehabilitating their property.
OBJECTIVES
The primary objective of the Facade Improvement Grant Program is to revitalize the Riverside TIF District by
preserving and restoring the existing buildings. The purpose of the Facade Improvement Grant Program is to
promote the economic development within the Riverside Tax Increment Financing District by providing financial
incentives to encourage occupancy of a vacant commercial building, provide financial assistance to avoid the
occurrence of a vacancy of a commercial building, or to encourage continued occupancy of a commercial building.
Preservation as defined in this policy means such renovation of the existing structure of a building as is necessary to
make the building structurally sound and usable for the applicant business but will not include work that is of a
routine maintenance nature and is not necessary to the preservation of the building. It is hoped that in addition to
preserving the appearance of the buildings, the program will provide examples for the rehabilitation of other
properties throughout Charles City.
The grant can equal up to 50 percent of the total project cost up to $10,000.00 ($5,000.00 for not-for-profit entities).
For example, if the total project cost is $30,000.00, the grant could be as much as $10,000.00. The grant will not
exceed more than 50 percent of the total project cost. The owner is required to contribute a minimum of 10% of the
funds necessary to complete the preservation project, and the source of these funds cannot be a loan or grant from
the City. The owner must have a commitment for long-term financing, if necessary, for the remaining cost of the
project. Subject to recommendation from the Design Committee and approval by the City Council, Community
Revitalization will then provide a grant up to and not to exceed 50% of the project costs. The grant will in no event
exceed $10,000.00. An initial payment of 35% of the grant shall be provided upon proof of financing by the owner,
and the remaining 65% of the grant shall be provided upon completion of the project. Funds are limited. The
Design Committee will carefully examine applications to determine which projects will most contribute to the
overall design quality of our community.
Community Revitalization’s Facade Improvement Grant will be in the form of a forgivable loan. The grant shall be
repaid in an amount and manner hereafter described if any of the following events occurs during the 24-month
period immediately following completion of the approved project:

•
•
•
•

The benefited property is sold or otherwise conveyed by the owner to another individual or entity; or
The business located in the benefited property ceases operation; or
Community Revitalization becomes aware that the applicant made false or misleading statements in the
application which were material in making the grant; or
The applicant becomes insolvent

Community Revitalization shall give written notice to the applicant upon determination that one of the forgoing
events has occurred, in which case repayment shall be made in 12 equal monthly installments of principal only
beginning on the 1st of the month next following the date of the notice and continuing on the 1st day of each month
thereafter until repaid in full. Except for repayment caused by reasons set forth in subparagraph C above, the
amount to be repaid shall be calculated as follows:
Amount to be
Repaid = Total Grant - (total grant
24 )

x

(Number of full months from date of project
Completion to date of repayment notice)

For repayment triggered by reasons set forth in subparagraph C above, the full amount of the grant shall be repaid.
If no notice of repayment, as above described, is given to the applicant within the 24-month period after project
completion, then the grant shall be deemed forgiven.
Pending forgiveness of the entire grant, or, pending full repayment of the grant, the grant shall be secured by a
mortgage upon the benefited premises given by the owner at the time of grant approval and subject to foreclosure

Version 9.6.16

upon default in making a required payment. A mortgage shall not be required if applicant has only a leasehold
interest in the benefited property.

GUIDELINES
The Facade Improvement Program will provide technical assistance along with a grant to building owners that meet
the following guidelines:
•

The grant program will be administered by the Design Committee of Community Revitalization. The Design
Review Committee will recommend eligibility of all grant applications to the City Council.

•

Selection to participate in the program will be based upon the applicant’s consistency with the goals of the
Design Committee and upon commitment to proceed with the building improvements.

•

Applicants must submit a Facade Improvement Grant application along with cost estimates from a contractor
specific of all work to be done. Applications are reviewed on a case-by-case basis, pending the availability of
funds.

•

Work is to be completed and bills submitted prior to the one-year anniversary date of the grant award.

•

A complete copy of bills from expenses relating to a particular project must be presented to the Design Review
Committee before the grant will be awarded. The amount of the grant may be adjusted if the actual cost is
lower than the estimated cost. A final inspection of the project by the Design Review Committee or its designee
(Chamber Director) will be conducted before payment of the grant will be issued. Any deviations from the
approved application may disqualify the applicant.

•

Recipient of any grant monies will actively support and/or participate in the programs and activities of
Community Revitalization.

•

Applicant must consult with Main Street Iowa’s Design Consultants prior to start of restoration project. These
arrangements will be made through Community Revitalization.

EXAMPLES OF ELIGIBLE PROJECTS:

EXAMPLES OF INELIGIBLE PROJECTS:

Signage (addition or removal)
Routine roof repair/replacement
Awnings (addition or removal)
Interior improvements (Main Floor)
Exterior painting
Electrical work (except related to signage and upper story)
Repointing
Installation of inappropriate materials (aluminum siding,
Cleaning
mansard roofs, etc…)
Replacement of transom glass
Sandblasting
Removal of aluminum “slipcovers”
Window display (merchandising) details
Window repair and replacement
Adjacent Sidewalk
Replacement of architectural detail
Upper Story interior rehabilitation
Emergency Roof Repairs (bldg. viability issues, i.e. leaking)
Upon approval of Community Revitalization’s Design Committee repairs from the ineligible projects list may be used to
satisfy the 50% participation of the owner.

** For application & assistance, contact Mark Wicks at Charles City Community Revitalization, (641) 228-2335 **

